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SUMMARY 

The concept of proportional to size sampling design, nearest to a given 
sampling design, was introduced by Gabler (1987). Adhikary (1996) 
provided a set of sufficient conditions for realizations of such a sampling 

design and a method of construction of rejective Tt·ps sampling plan. It is 

shown in this paper that all the sufficient conditions, laid down by Adhikary 
(1996), are incorrect. In addition, some new sufficient conditions are 
introduced. 

Key words : Proportional to size sampling design, Poisson sampling 
scheme, Positive solution, Unique solution. 

1. Introduction 

Consider a finite population U = {I, ... , I, ... , N} of N identifiable units. 
Let a sample s of size n be selected from U with probability pes) according to a 
sampling design p. The set of all possible samples of size n will be denoted by S. 
The support T(p), of the samplirJg design p, is the collection of the sample (s I 
with pes) > 0 and ~>(s) = 1. The class of sampling ,design p of fixed sample 

size n will be denoted by P •n 

The inclusion probabilities for the ith, and ijth (i *' j) units will be denoted' 

by Tt; =Ttii =~>(s) =L Is;p(s) and Ttij =Lpes) =L IsiIsjP(s) respectively, 
s::Ji seS s::Jij seS 

where lSi = 1(0) if i E S (i e: S). The inclusion probability matrix of the design p 

is denoted as 
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A design pOE P n will be said to be an inclusion probability proportional to 

size (n° ps) sampling design if it realizes pre assigned values of the first order 

inclusion probabilities n~ = ~>o(s) with Ln~ = n. Such a nOps design can 
s::> i i 

be constructed in various ways. Details are given by Brewer and Hanif (1988). 

The class of n°ps design will be denoted by P:. Clearly P: c P•n 

Gabler (1987) considered a situation where a statistician would like to 
implement a sampling design Po (E P ) with a given inclusion probabilityn 

matrix no = (n~)), but out of theoretical consideration. a p*(E P:) design is 

desirable. He therefore. recommended a design p; (E P:) called a "nearest n°ps 

design" which is as near as possible to Po in the sense of minimizing the 

distance. 

° 20) _ " [PI (s) - Po(s)]D(Po. PI - LJ
 
seT(po) Po(s)
 

Gabler showed that D(po, p;) attains a minimum value when 

p;(s)= Po(s) LAi VsES (1) 
ie s 

where A' = (AI' ...• Ai' ... , An) satisfies the equation 

(2) 

and n° = Transpose of (n; • ... , n~ .... , n~ ) 

Clearly, p;(s) in (1) can take a negative value since D(po, p;) is 

minimized ignoring the restriction p; (s) > O. Gabler (1987) used the equation 

(1) in constructing a rejective n'ps sampling plan which is described as follows. 

Suppose we want to implement a n"ps sampling design p for the efficiency 

point of view. But. for practical considerations. a set of undesirable samples So 

with pes) > 0 for s E So is excluded from S and a design P~ is constructed by 

assigning selection probability as 
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p(s) forse:S
 
p~(s) = ~>(s') 0 (3)
 

s'lt So{o for SE SO 

Obviously the design p~ defined in (3) is generally not an·ps design. So, 

we look for an·ps design as near as possible to p~ in Gabler's (1987) sense. 

Certainly, such a design in obtained from the equations (1) and (2) whenever 

~)"i is positive Vs E S and design is given by 
Ie ~ 

P(S)=P~(S)[~Ai]forsES-Sowith n~A=n· (4) 
IE s 

where n~ = inclusion probability matrix of the design p~. 

Adhikary (1996) studied conditions under which the system of non
homogeneous linear equations (4) are consistent and admit nonnegative solution 
of A and derived a set of sufficient conditions based on the following theorems. 

Theorem 1.1: If i e: So' then n~A = n· does not possess a nonnegative 

solution for A. 

Theorem 1.2: If all units are evenly distributed over So (S - So), then 

rank n~ = N. 

Theorem 1.3: If all the units are evenly distributed over So' then 

n~ A = n· admits a nonnegative solution for A. 

In this article, it is shown that all the theorems mentioned above are 
incorrect. In addition, some new results related to the existence of nonnegative 
solution of nonnegative solution of A are presented. 

2. Results 

2.1 Disproval of Adikary's (1996) Assertions 

2.1.1 Theorem 1.1 

Consider U = {I, 2, 3, 4, 51, N = 5, n = 2, normed size measures Pi'S are 

PI =.275, P2 =.175, P3 =.225, P4 =.175, Ps =.15 and a design p. with 

n~ = npi i.e. n; = .55, n; = .35, n; = .45, n~ = .35, n; =.30 as follows 
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s (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (3,4) (3,5) (4,5) 
p*(s) .10 .15 .15 .15 .15 .05 .05 .10 .05 .05 

Here the support of p* =T* = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1,5), (2,3), (2,4), 
(2,5), (3,4), (3, 5), (4,5)} 

Let the undesirable sample, So = {(1,2), (3,4)}. Note that the unit 5 eo So 

and p~ is given by 

s: (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (3,5) (4,5) 

p~(s) = p*(s)/.8: .1875 .1875 .1875 .1875 .0625 .0625 .0625 .0625 

The inclusion probability matrix for the design p~ is given by 

.5625 0 .1875 .1875 .1875 

.3125 .1875 .0625 .0625 
*1to = .4375 0 .0625 

.3125 .0625 

.3750 

Now the equation 

.55 

.35 

1t~A=1t* = .45 

.35 

.30 

gives 

A) = .525356, A2 = .652991, A3 = .488889, A4 = .625641 and As = .242735 

Here all Ai I S are positive which contradicts to the Theorem 1.1. Hence 

Theorem 1.1 is false. 

Remark 2.1. It can be pointed out that the incorrect step of the Adhikary's 
Theorem 1.1 is as follows. In the third line of his Remark 3.1.III (Adhikary 

(1996), page 1763) the author attempts to show that the inequality npi1t~ < 1t~ is 

consistent for all i:F- j by summing both sides of the inequality over all 

jE U = {I, ... , N}. Hence Adhikary's Theorem 1.1 may be corrected as follows 

Corrected version of the Theorem 1.1 : A sufficient condition for the 

nonexistence of a non-negative solution for A in the system 1toA = 1t* is that 

o O\-l"U1tij >nPi1tj,Vl:F-JE . 
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2.1.2. Theorem 1.2 

Theorem 1.2 is incorrect since it is based on the wrong argument presented 
in the equation (3.7) of Adhikary's (1996) paper. However, we can check it 
through the following example. 

Let U = {I, 2, 3, 4}, N = 4, n = 2,p. = .2, P2 = P3 = .25, P4 =.3 

The design p"	 with n" =m~ as follows 

s (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4) 

p. (s) .05 .15 .20 .20 .25 .15 

T· = {(1, 2), (I, 3), (I, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4) }
 

Let the undesirable sample be (1, 2) and (3, 4) Le. So = {(I, 2), (3, 4)}
 

The design p~ is given by
 

s	 (1,3) (1,4) (2,3) (2,4) 

.1875 .25 .25 .3125p~(s)=p·(s)/.8 

Here every unit is repeated only once in So' Le. the units are evenly 

distributed over So' According to the Theorem 1.2, the rank of the inclusion 
probability matrix 

.4375 0 .1875 .2500] 
1t. = .5625 .2500 .3125 

o 
[ 

.4375 0 

.5625 

of the design p~ should be of full rank 4. But we note that rank of 1t~ is less 

than 4 since the sum of the first two rows of the matrix 1t~ is equal to the sum of 

the last two rows of 1t~. 

2.1.3. Theorem 1.3 

Theorem 1.3 is also incorrect because its proof is based on the result of the 
Theorem 1.2 which is incorrect. For the sake of clarity, it can be checked that 
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the system of equations n~ A::: n' (with n~ and 1t' given in the Section 2.1.2) do 

not admit any solution for A since the rank of 1t~::: 3 while the rank of 

(n~,n') =4. 

2.2 Some Additional Results 

2.2.1 Existence of Positive Solution for A 

Theorem 2.1. A necessary condition for positive solution of A for the 

equation (2) is that both the designs Po and p; must have the same support i.e. 

T(po) = T(p;). 

Proof: Let n: be the inclusion probability of the ith unit of the sampling 

design p;. i.e. 

Now suppose T(p;) is contained in T(po) (as assumed by Gabler (1987», 

then we have 

= LAj1t~ - LAj LPo(s)!siISj 
j j sE T' 

Le. LAj LPo(s)ls)Sj =0 (5) 

j seT' 

From (5), we note that all Aj' s (j ::: 1, ... , N) cannot be positive unless 

T(Po)=T(p;) as LA j LPO(s)IsiISj ~O, for every i andj. This proves the 
j SE 1" 

theorem. 
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2.2.2. Existence of unique solution of A 

The system of equations 1tOA;= 1t. given in (2) has a unique solution when 

1to is full rank N. Let us search for the conditions under which 1to becomes full 

rank. Suppose that the designs p; and Po have the same support i.e. 

T(p;) = T(po) = (s) •... , sr ... , sb)' where b = total number of samples 

belonging to T(p;) or T(po)' Consider the following matrix D of order N x b 

(11(SI) II(sj) II(sb) 

D = lIk:~~I) Ik(s j) Ik(Sb) 

IN(Sl) IN(sj) IN(sb) 

where the elements Ik (Sr) ;= 1 if k E sr and zero otherwise; r;= 1•... , b; 

k =I, .... N. 

Let us consider a unit and a sample of a sampling design as a treatment and 
a block of an incomplete block design. Writing 

b 

1t~ = ~)silsjPo(s) =~)(Sr)lj(Sr)Po(s) =DjPDT 
seT(p) r-I 

where DT= Transpose of Dj(D j = the jth row of D) 

o o 

p= 0 

o o 

we get 

1to=DPDT 

Now, the rank of 1to =Rank of D P DT =Rank DT D P 

=Rank of DTn =Rank of DDT 
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and 

rlI r1j rlN 

DDT = ril rij riN 

rNI rNj rNN 

where 

b 

=L Ii (sr) = total number of samples containing the ith unit 
i=1 

rii 

b 

rij =L Ii (sr)1 j(sr) =total number of samples containing the ilb 

i =I 

and jth (i;f. j) unit 

Now if rjj = r for every i and rij = J.L « r), for all i;f. j, then D 

corresponds to the incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design 
(BIBD) with parameters b = total number of samples (blocks), N = total number 
of units (treatments) =v, n =sample (block) size =k, r =replication of the ith 
unit (treatment) in all samples (blocks) and J.L = total number of times of the 

appearance of any two units (treatments) in the same sample (block). 

Furthermore, the determinant of DDT is nonnegative since r > J.L and hence 

the matrix is of fu~l rank N. Thus, we prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2. If the incidence matrix D, of a sampling design Po 

corresponds to the incidence matrix of a balanced incomplete block design, then 

the rank of 1to =N and the system 1to t.. =1t* given in (2) has the unique 
· 1. -I * soIutlOn, ,.,. = 1to 1t . 

From the Theorem 2.2, we note that when a sampling design Po with 

support T(Pol comprises [:) possible samples of size n, the incidence matrix D 

of the sampling design Po corresponds to an incidence matrix of a BIBD with 

parameters b = N), v =N, r =[N -1),k =0 and J.L =[N - 2). This gives the 
[ n 0-1 n-2 

following result. 
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Theorem 2.3. If the support of a sampling design Po consists of (~) 
possible samples of size n, the rank of 1to is N and the equation (2) has the 

unique solution, 1..= 1t(jln°. 

Remark 2.2. Except for systematic sampling designs, the designs based on 
without replacement sampling schemes which are most often used in practice 

have support of (~) samples and hence provide a unique solution for A. 

2.2.3. Existence of Gabler's (1987) design 

0 

We define a sampling design po (s) = [~Aj ]po(s) satisfying 1toA = 1t 
IE s 

with [~Ai] ~ 0, as Gabler's design. Existence of such a design obviously 
IE s 

depends on the structure of the inclusion probability matrix 1to. We will now 

consider the existence of Gabler's design for a few typical types of the matrix 
1to. We see that the equations (1) and (2) yield 

(6) 

Example 2.1. Let us suppose that 1t? = c, ';f i and n~ = d for i *" j. Then 

~:>i1t~ = 1t~ gives (c - d)Aj + dLA; = 1t~ which in turn yields 
; 

A. = ~(1t_~_-_~~) 
and is nonnegativepO(S)=[~Aj]po(s)

I (c - d) , 
IE s 

~ 0 dwhenever LJ1tj ~ n-, where each of the sample s consists of n « N) distinct 
. c 
IE s 

units. 

Remark 2.3. When Po is an SRSWOR sampling design, we get 1t? = ~ 
N 

and 1t~ = n(n -I) and the Gabler's (c - d)Aj + dLAj = 1t~ which in turn 
IJ {N(N-I)} 
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ield. ). J.;-~) since "').. =~.
Y

I (c - d) , LJ I C 
I 

Solution exists whenever ~1t: ~ n ~~ ~ holds for all possible M = [:) 
IE S 

sannples. (7) 

Remark 2.4. Suppose that we have a situation where the above condition 
(7) does not hold for all possible M sannples but does hold for a fewer set of 
sannples SI that can fOTnl a BIBD with paranneters b, v, r, k and Il (defined in 

Section 2.2.2). In such a situation we can construct a sannpling design realizing 

the sanne set of preassigned inclusion probabilities P: I s through a design Po 

with support T(po) = SI' by assigning equal probability lib to each of the 

sannple. Since, in this case 1t? =.E..,1t~ =~, Aj =b(1t: -Il/r)(r-Il) and 
b b 

LAi ~ 0 whenever L1t: ~ n ~ = n(n -I) [noting the paranneters of BIB 
j jE S r (N -I) 

design satisfy Il(v -I) = r (k -I), Le. Il(N -I) = r(n -I), for details see 

Raghvarao (1971)]. 

Example 2.2. Poisson sannpling schenne 

0 0 0 & • • d· "'" o~ . ~ I (1t: kJHere 1tij = 1tj 1tj lor 1 ~ J; an 1tj = LJ 1tjjll. j gIves II.j = -1-- ----o
j - 1t0 

j 1tj 

N •

L~'_II-1t jwhere k = ---!..J_-':-:-----';,
N 1t0 

1+ L--j-o
j=,I-1tj 

A sufficient condition of existence of Gabler's design is 

L Aj = L~1t~ -k)~O 
i.ES jEs~1tj 

For a Poisson sannpling schenne, the sannple size is not fixed. Consider a 
sannple Sl = Ii} containing just one unit. In this case for the existence of 

Gabler's design we nnust have 
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L A.j = A.i = _1_ [1t~ - k) ~ 0 for every i. So, Gabler's design exists if 
jes I-1tj0 1tj

l 

and only if 1t: ~ k1t? for every i. It might be worth noting that the condition 

1t: ~ k1t?, Vie U implies that the expected sample size of the new design p. 

would be at least k times as large as the sample size of the original design Po. 
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